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I - Document Conventions 
 
⟲S  refers the  button "S"  above the two wheels on the left of the key 
 
S  refers to the  button "S"  to the right of the central display.  
 
S + "name "   is the button with the label indicated below in yellow. To access this function / command, 
press the button  S  and then, without releasing it, press the button with the yellow label . 
 
Channel Button 1..8   These are the red channel buttons from 1 (left) to 8 (right). The corresponding 
number is written  below, under the corresponding encoder. 
 
Voice Button 1..8   These are the yellow buttons corresponding to the  voices from 1 (left) to 8 (right). 
The corresponding number is written  below, under the corresponding encoder. 
 
⟲S + [C3] "name "   This is the name of a function / command accessible via the keyboard keys. Press 
the key  ⟲S  and without releasing it, press the indicated key between the brackets.  The "Label" is 
indicated on the magnetic sticky note above the key .  
 
 
Layers screen or Riverkey screen . This is the screen to the left of The RIver, which displays keyboard 
management, external devices, sounds and arpeggios etc ... 
 
Central screen or The RIver screen  . This is the screen a little more in the middle;) which displays the 
management of banks,sounds and sound settings. 
 

II - Summary of the main developments 
 
MPE Compatibility 
The River becomes compatible with this standard. For each sound, you can define the Y and Z 
information assignments. This is an important additional feature, and it has also allowed us  to optimize 
the code to handle the data flow much more smoothly. Thus, in complex multis with multiple layers, 
where manipulations on encoders did slow down arpeggiators / sequencers, the set is now fluid and 
regular.  
 
External Clock 
The River manages MIDI Clock, Start, Stop and Continue realtime information from both USB or DIN 
Midi sockets .  
 
Redesign of the link The River / Computer 
Can not summarize, it is detailed below as well as in the tutorials. The simplification and the power of 
this link is  a big step;) 
 
Setting the layers  It is no longer necessary to launch the Riverkey software to define complex layers. 
Almost all the parameters are available  via the encoders: Source / Destination / Number of CVs Gates / 
CV Type Gates / Midi Filter etc ... 
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Management of templates  
A simple combination of Shift, very fast, allows to recall 8 complete and basic configurations of The 
River: Example: 1 layer 8 voices, 2 layers splits, 2 layers multis, 1 Layer MPE etc ... When you give up a 
sound , it allows to go back in a predefined simple config.  
Ditto for sounds, a simple combination of Shift, very fast, can recall 8 basic sounds: the Init, the base 
"String", the base "Brass", the base "Lead to the moog", the base "Expressive keyboard ", the base" 
MPE "etc ... These templates are permanent, engraved in the marble, not affected by backups / 
restorations, etc ... 
 
Synchro Digital LFO  
Digital LFO has evolved a lot. It is synchronizable to the internal clock or external MIDI clock. It is a 
synchro, which means these infos re-trigger the LFO cycle. The "Rate" of the LFO continues to adjust 
the duration of the "period". It allows more complex waveforms, a Digital LFO synchronized with the 
Tempo of the sequencers / arpeggio  / keyboard  and as this DLFO also drives  other things (loop of the 
envelopes, motion sequencer), it  also becomes syncable to  the external or internal MIDI clock ;) 
 
Loading a sound without related effects 
To load a sound, the encoders / buttons on both sides of the screen provided the same action  Now, the 
left one can load a sound without affecting the effects, it just adjusts the levels of the voices involved. 
The right encoder loads the sound and effects but no longer affects the settings of the voices assigned 
to other channels.  
 
Attack / Decay / Release 
The encoder  curve of these parameters has been changed. It  is more accurate  and comfortable. 
Compatibility with your existing sounds is preserved. 
 
Pan management 
In the FX section, an encoder is used to define panoramic scenes with  their width. Then, you can 
assign the wheel, velocity, volume, and so on to the scene width or scene rotation settings.  
 
Channel Redirection 
You can redirect one channel into another. Example: Channel 1 controls voices from 1 to 4. Channel 2 
voices from 5 to 8. In the previous version of The River, we created a layer for channel 1 and a layer for 
channel 2. This is always possible and always practical if you want a sequencer on the layer 1 and an 
arpeggio on the 2 for example, or different transpositions. But if we just want to stack the layers, then we 
can say very simply: redirect the channel 2 into 1. In that case, a single layer triggers the channels 1 and 
2, ie the 8 voices ... In the more extreme case, a layer can drive 8 layers of 1 voice ...This feature allows 
the sequencer/arpeggio to manage more than one sound at the same time. 
 
Propagation of actions on the panel 
In mode All or Redirection, an option allows the propagation of the actions on the panel to all the linked 
voices. So if we redirect the channel 2 to 1 for example, the actions on the sound 1 will be shared with 
the sound 2. In real situation, this is a powerful feature ! 
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Display of the stored value 
When you load a sound and you change a value ( for example, the Filter Cutoff ), the value stored in the 
program is visible on the right, the value on the left being the edited value. This is very useful to tweak 
an existing sound in a precise way. 
 
Launching the arpeggio or sequences  
It has been very simplified and is much more logical. A shift command is enough to start the arp/seq 
 
Displaying the number of steps in sequence recording  When you record a sequence, the Riverkey 
display now shows the step numbering  
 
Silence while loading multis and templates  
When you load a multi or a template, the master volume is set to zero and goes back up once the 
operation is complete, avoiding loading noise 
 
LEVEL, PAN and TRANS, the Shift acts on the channel 
In LEVEL, PAN, and TRANS mode, encoders 1 to 8 allow you to change the parameter of the same 
numbered voice as the encoder. If you press  S  at the same time as you turn one of these encoders, the 
parameter will be assigned to all voices of the same numbered channel as the encoder. 
You can edit volumes, panoramics and transpositions sound by sound (channel) instead of voice by 
voice ... 
 
And many other fixes / enhancements and improvements ... 
 
 

III - Load the sound type 1 to 8  
 
Press  S + "LOAD SINGLE"  without releasing  S. All voice buttons start blinking. Press the  voice button 
of your choice and release  S. For the sound type EKEY for example, choose   voice button 3 .  The 
program template is assigned to the voices of the selected channel.  
 

1 INIT The basic sound 

2 LEAD A typed "Moog" sound with envelope on the filter.  

3 EKEY A "Electric Piano" sound 

4 BRASS A "Brass" sound, Wheel very active ... 

5 STRING A "String"sound 

6 VOX A "Voice" sound 

7 FM A "Bell FM" sound + echo 

8 MPE A MPE sound with Osc 2 tune in Y and Cutoff on Z 

 
The sound templates  were created to help you in the creation of the sounds. The first is the simplest 
generator, without effects nor modulations. The following are initial templates  customize .  
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IV Load Template 1 to 8  
 
Press  S + "LOAD MULTI"  without releasing  S.  All voice buttons start blinking. Press the  voice button 
of your choice and release  S. For the template "2L SPLIT" for example, it is the yellow key above the 
encoder # 5. The template redefines the layers, the assignment of the voices / channels and the 
configuration of the effects.  
 
 

1 1L RIVER 1 layer, 1 channel 8 voices, the base for walking around 
soundbanks for example.  

2 2L RIVER 2 layers, 1 splits, 2 channels of 4 voices 

3 3L RIVER 3 layers, 2 splits 

4 4L RIVER 4 layers, 2 splits, layers 3 and 4 have the same keyboard 
range. 

5 2L SPLIT 2 layers, 1 channel 8 voices  

6 2L UNISS 2 layers, 1 channel 3 voices in unison + detune, 1 channel 
5 "normal" voices 

7 1L ALL 1 layer, 2 channels of 4 voices, ALL mode 

8 1L MPE 1 layer MPE, 1 MPE channel 8 voices 

 
Templates were created to help you in the configuration of The River for a task. The template redefines 
the layers, the assignment of the voices / channels and the effects setup  
 

V - Connecting an external keyboard 
 
Via MIDI, it is simple: plug  the keyboard MIDI out into the River MIDI In 
Via USB, it is less simple. The River is not a USB Host, it's a MIDI "over" USB device, it can be 
connected to a Host (Computer, or even your Smartphone), but it can not receive a cluster of USB 
devices like your PC USB socket. That is why thesocket type is type B like your printer or your master 
keyboard.  
 
It is designed  to connect an external keyboard, or for  a computer and software use,  that will establish 
the connection between the external keyboard and The River (MIDI Ox, Cubase, etc ...), or the  use of 
an external host as iConnectivity devices that can record the MIDI routing layouts  
 
Once the keyboard is connected, if nothing happens, check the source in the selected layer (blue 
background). Press the left encoder on the layer screen and while holding it down, turn it to the "Layer 
Setup" page. Release the encoder, then select  the "Source" option. With the right encoder, select 
Source. For an external keyboard or computer connected to the MIDI In socket , select MIDI, MIDI / USB 
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or ALL. “All” will leave the built-in keyboard of The River active. For an external keyboard or computer 
connected to the USB jack, select USB, MIDI / USB, or ALL.  
 
You can also limit incoming MIDI channels  to one. Rotate the encoder one position to the right, the 
option is CHn in (channel in). Select a channel or All for all channels (it that case, no filter for incoming 
channels ) 
 

VI - Connecting The River to a Computer / Sequencer Software 
 
To connect the River to the computer, use a USB "printer" cable A Male to Male B. two options are 
available: the USB Key (or the MIDI IN / OUT sockets ) or the USB Panel socket  

USB Key or MIDI sockets  (in / out) 
Your software will send commands to the USB socket  that will be interpreted by the layers as an 
incoming signal from an external keyboard, which means , potentially transposed, sequenced 
arpeggiated, filtered. By defining CVs + Gates destinations in The Riverkey, your software will be able to 
address your vintage  gear. 
In the other direction, ie from The River to the software, the software will only receive keyboard 
commands if a layer has setup its output to  a USB destination. 

USB Panel 
Your software will send commands to the USB Panel that will not be interpreted / transformed by The 
River key. If you send info on MIDI Channel 2, regardless of the layer configuration, The River will 
receive this info on  MIDI channel 2. 
  
All actions on the panel will be sent to the USB Panel. So you can record them as automation data  in 
your software such as opening the filter gradually etc ...  
 
When you play the keyboard, if you activate arpeggios or sequences layers, the notes from these 
commands will also be sent to the software through  USB . 
 
It is certainly the best choice to dialog with Sequencer software 
(see below the tutorial "Template 4, layers and control by a sequencer.") 
 
you can also use both modes simultaneously: USB Key and USB Panel. In your software, the PANEL @ 
THERIVER device will be perfect for controlling the channels and voices of The River, recording all the 
notes played and actions on the panel. The KEY @ THERIVER device will be perfect for sending notes 
that will be processed by the layers to transform them into a CV Gates signal, for instance.... 
 
When a clock is detected from the USB Panel socket , the clock information of The Riverkey will be 
ignored. Digital LFO will synchronize with the software clock.  

Save / Reload sounds and multi  
To save your sounds and multis, re-load  your sounds and multis, use USB PANEL and the software 
"The River Library Editor" available on the forum and the wiki of baloran.com.  
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Define and send Riverkey Profiles 
To send your Riverkey profiles, use the USB KEY socket  and the "The Riverkey Profile Manager" 
software available on the baloran.com forum and wiki.  
 

VII - The sequences 
 
For this presentation, we will start from a simple config: load the template 1 (  S + "LOAD MULTI" + 
button voice 1)  then load a sound less hard than Init, such as the MPE, (  S + "LOAD SINGLE "+ 8 
voice button)  

Recording a sequence 
Check on the Riverkey screen that the layer 1 is the one that is selected (blue background bar), 
otherwise select   ⟲S + [F#4]" Layer 1 "  
Select the sequencer :  ⟲S + [A#3] "Sequencer" 
Enable step recording:  ⟲S + [B3] "Record" . A red square appears on the screen, indicating the 
number of steps consumed (0 out of 48). Enter the steps of the sequence by playing the keyboard. To 
insert a silence, release all notes and press one of the Riverkey encoders (left or right). To double a note 
in time, without releasing the note played, press one of the Riverkey encoders once. To triple a note in 
time, double tap the encoder and to quadruple, press three times, and so on 
The recording of the sequences is polyphonic up to four notes. 
 
To resume recording from scratch, redo:  ⟲S + [B3] "Record" 
To end the recording, you can either start the sequence: ⟲S + [C3] "Play | Stop"  or redo  ⟲S + [A#3] 
"Sequencer"  . 

Playing a sequence 
The sequences can be transposed. As soon as you play a note, it becomes the starting point of the 
sequence. All of the settings below are also available from the "SEQ Setup" Menu on the Riverkey 
screen. These key combinations are valid only in Sequencer mode, check on the Riverkey screen that 
the title is "SEQ Setup". 
  
⟲S + [C3] "Start|Stop"  This button allows you to stop and start the sequence. 
 
⟲S + [D3] "Tap Tempo"  This button allows you to set the overall tempo of The River. This tempo will 
also affect arpeggios, LFO sync etc ... 
 
  ⟲S + [E3] "Divide-"  and  ⟲S + [F3] "Divide+"  . These two keys are used to set the division of the 
general tempo of The River (internal or external) used for the Sequence. 
 
  ⟲S + [D4] "Order-"  and  ⟲S + [E4] "Order+"  . These two keys allow  to adjust the order of diffusion of 
the notes of the sequence (up,  down  and random). . 
 
  ⟲S + [G4] "Duration-"  and  ⟲S + [A4] "Duration+"  . These two keys allow to adjust the gate time for 
each note  
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Real-time recording 
Another recording method is possible for sequences. To activate it, do  
⟲S + [B3] "Record"  . In this mode, The River records the notes you play on the nearest sequencer 
step . If you play fast notes while the division of the sequence is 1/1, the "quantize" will be severe;) 
 

VIII - Arpeggios 
 
For this presentation, we will start from a simple config: load the template 1 (  S + "LOAD MULTI" + 
voice button 1)  then load a harder sound than Init, such as the MPE, (  S + "LOAD SINGLE" + 8 voice 
button)  
 
Check on the Riverkey screen if  the layer 1 is selected (blue background bar), otherwise select   ⟲S + 
[F#4] "Layer 1"  
Select the arpeggio :  ⟲S + [G#3] "Arpeggio"  
 
The arpeggiator is now ready to start. If an arpeggio has been previously defined, it starts playing, 
otherwise it will wait for your notes  to know what to play. Make a chord, the arpeggiator defines the 
pattern and plays it. Strike  a note, the previous arpeggio will be transposed. You can then change the 
arpeggio settings with the following commands.  
 
All of the settings below are also available from the "ARP Setup" Menu on the Riverkey screen. These 
key combinations are valid only in Arpeggio mode, check on the Riverkey screen that the title is "ARP 
Setup". 
  
⟲S + [C3] "Start|Stop"   This button allows to start & stop  the arpeggio. 
 
⟲S + [D3] "Tap Tempo"   This button allows you to set the overall tempo of The River. This tempo will 
also affect sequences, LFO sync etc ... 
 
  ⟲S + [E3] "Divide-"  and  ⟲S + [F3] "Divide+"  . These two keys are used to set the division of the 
general tempo of The River (internal or external) used for this arpeggio. 
 
  ⟲S + [G3] "Pattern-"  and  ⟲S + [A3] "Pattern+"  . These two keys are used to choose the pattern of 
the arpeggio.  
 
  ⟲S + [B3] "Octave-"  and  ⟲S + [C4] "Octave+"  . These two keys are used to select the octave 
repetition of the arpeggio.  
 
  ⟲S + [D4] "Order-"  and  ⟲S + [E4] "Order+" . These two keys make it possible to adjust the order of 
diffusion of the arpeggio (up, down and random). . 
 
  ⟲S + [F4] "Latch"  This command is used to activate or desactivate the arpeggio hold when the keys 
are released. 
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  ⟲S + [G4] "Duration-"  and  ⟲S + [A4] "Duration+" . These two keys allow to adjust the gate time for 
each note  
 
 

IX - Autotune 
The River is an analog synthesizer based on Voltage Controlled Oscillators, filters and enveloppes, with 
some digital control, but all sound generators are 100% analog and by design, subject to heat;)  
 
Their behavior is not the same at 20°C and 40°C, so Voltage adjustments to maintain the correct 
instrument must take into account the internal temperature of the housing. The latter is indicated on the 
last line of the central screen. On this matter, a temperature up to 45°C is normal, above, you must try to 
cool the room and / or the instrument;) 
 
When your instrument seems out of tune, do  S + "TUNE"  and press the encoder right to launch 
Autotune All . The operation will last two minutes, some like these sounds;) The River will search for 
each voice (Oscillators and Filter) the best voltage adjustments to get the theoretical frequencies. Once 
the operation is complete, it records these values   as well as the temperature during the measurement in 
a table. 
 
In normal operation, The River enjoys quiet moments to read the adjustments table and select the 
adjustments closest to The River's internal temperature. He therefore chooses the values   to use, in a 
transparent way for you.  
 
It is completely un-necessary to autotune The River for each degree. Moreover, internally it works by 4 
degrees interval steps. In practice, we find that 3 autotunes between 20 and 40 ° are enough. 
 
In the same manner, the autotune procedure ten seconds after power up is useless, The River is not yet 
stable enough. Wait at least ten minutes after having swithed on the River  before launching an 
autotune.  
 
To take into account of the components age, once or twice a year and only if you get the impression that 
the set has drifted, you can clear the memory of adjustments and restart the autotunes from scratch . 
Make  S + "TUNE" , with the left encoder select  Reset Autotune , then press the right encoder. If you 
play right now, you hear The River without Autotune: factory trimmers adjustments of the cards take over 
the control of tuning. On a monophonic synthesizer, they could be sufficient, in a polyphonic, long life the 
autotune;) Then do an  Autotune All . 
 
In the  Tune  menu, the last option  Diagnos. leds  allows to modify the behavior of the flashing of the 
channel lights. When   Diagnos. leds Show Voices  is  Yes , the blinking of the channels indicates the 
voice used. This can be handy for spotting a less accurate voice and then doing an Autotune only on 
that voice with the  Autotune v. 1 to 8. (Which stands for “voice 1 to voice 8”) 
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X - Calibration and Pedals 
 
This function allows you to calibrate the dials, the aftertouch, and the expression pedal connected to the 
CV IN jack on the back of The River.  
.  
Attention, once this function launched, it must be completed because otherwise, Wheel, Bend 
and Aftertouch will not work until the next calibration! 
 
Do  ⟲S + [C8]  (last DO of the keyboard). The Riverkey screen displays  GLOBAL Setup Calibr On . 
Before returning to  Calibr Off,  you must do the following. 
 

● Move the Bend knob at both ends without forcing. The display should show values   from 0 to min, 
8192 to idle, 16384 to max. The two extreme values   may be a bit unstable, that's normal;).  

● Move the Wheel at both ends without forcing. The display should show values   from 0 to min, 
max 1023. 

● Strike a key and press it as much as you like for the sensitivity of the aftertouch. The display 
should display values   from 0 to min, 511 to max.  

● If an expression pedal is connected, move the pedal to both ends without forcing. The display 
should show values   from 0 to min, max 1023.  

 
You can now do  ⟲S + [C8]  (last DO of the keyboard) to quit the calibration;) 
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XI - TUTORIALS 

1 - Template 2, modes, level and pan 
Load template 2. On the Riverkey 2 layers screen, you can see channel 1 and 2 respectively, and 4 
voices assigned to each channel. The LEAD sound is on the left side of the keyboard up to B4, channel 
1, The EKEY sound from C5 to C8, channel 2. The template mode is  midi  (2nd icon on the right of the 
central screen), meaning that the addressing of the channels is respected.  
 
Press the mode button. The mode changes to  Select . Play left and right of the keyboard. You notice 
that, regardless of the zones defined in the two layers, the sound is the same throughout the keyboard. 
In this mode, you play the sound of the selected channel. Press the channel 2 button, you can hear 
EKEY all over the keyboard, press channel 1, you listen to LEAD all over the keyboard. 
 
Press the mode button again. The mode changes to  All , the indicator turns in red. Play left and right of 
the keyboard. You find that, regardless of the zones defined in the two layers, that the sound is the same 
throughout the entire keyboard: you play both sounds (Channel 1 and 2) simultaneously;) 
 
The level of channel 1 (LEAD) is too much high compared to the level of channel 2 (EKEY) and the sum 
of the two channels may saturates the circuits, you will certainly hear some small audio crackles. We will 
change that. Press  S + "LEVEL"  . The orange rectangle of the screen indicates  LEV . The 8 encoders 
are used to adjust the levels of each voice. For example, you can change the first four voices to -14dB. 
and set the followinf four at -2dB. The balance will be better and the resulting level adapted. A shortcut 
makes it possible to simultaneously modify the level of all the voices of a channel. Check that the orange 
square is still indicating  LEV  and press  S  while turning encoder # 1. "Channel 1 level" indicates that you 
are changing the level of all the voices in channel 1, for example, select -20dB. Press  S  while turning 
encoder # 2. "Channel 2 level" indicates that you are changing the level of all the Voices of Channel 2 
(EKEY), for example, select -4dB.  
 
There is the same logic for panning voices. Press  S + "PAN" . The orange rectangle on the screen 
indicates  PAN . The 8 encoders are used to adjust the position of each voice. Test the  action on each 
voice while playing the keyboard. A shortcut allows to simultaneously modify the pan of all the voices of 
a channel. Check that the orange square is still  PAN  and press  S  while turning encoder # 1. "Channel 1 
pan" indicates that you are panning all the Voices of Channel 1 (LEAD), for example, place all LEAD 
voices a little to the left. Press  S  while turning encoder # 2. "Channel 2 Pan" indicates that you are 
changing the level of all the voices of channel 2 (EKEY), pan a little the voices on the right;) 
 
 

2 - Template 4, layers and connection with sequencer software 
Load template 4. You can see on the Riverkey screen 4 layers each corresponding  to a channel of The 
River. Layers 3 and 4 are layered on their whole range. So if you play a C5 keyboard, it will go to both 
channel 3 and channel 4. only one voice is assigned to channel 1 and another to channel 2. Channels 3 
and 4 receive 3 voices each. Play the keyboard to test this template and each zone. The first two zones 
are therefore monodic and will happily receive arpeggio and / or a sequence, the third is polyphonic 
bi-timbral 6 voices but three notes maxi simultaneously;) 
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The layer 4 is transposed by -1 octave relative to others to make more serious FM bell. To change the 
transposition of Layer 4, type  ⟲S + [C5] "Layer 4"  then  ⟲S + [D#3] "Octave+"  or   ⟲S + [C#3] 
"Octave-"  . To transpose by halftone use   ⟲S + [B3] "Transp-" and    ⟲S + [C4] "Transp+" . 
 
To keep on practising with our exercice we will disable  the layer 4. If it is not selected, type  ⟲S + [C5] 
"Layer 4" . With the Riverkey left encoder, select  Active  and with the right encoder choose  No.  layer 4 is 
no longer active. We will now recover layer 3 voices. On the panel, press the channel 3 button, then turn 
on voices 6, 7 and 8. 
 
Now connect The RIver to your computer with a USB cable.  
 
Choose the socket  PANEL . It is the most suitable for the complete control by a software and launch your 
favorite software. Check that PANEL@THERIVER is available in MIDI source and destination in your 
DAW/Saftware. On The River, you must also verify that USB mirror communication is active. Press  S + 
"SYSTEM" ,  with the left encoder select the option  Dump to USB  and with the right encoder, if 
necessary, choose  YES . 
 
Record with your software  and play the keyboard. Your sequencer will receive MIDI events. Stop the 
recording. If you look in list mode at the events recorded in your software, you will find that the MIDI 
channel transmitted is the oneselected in The River, regardless of your definitions in The Riverkey. Why 
? The panel is still active on the selected channel and you can save all actions on the panel in your 
software;) It is therefore more consistent to select the mode  Select  when working with your computer. 
Press the mode button once to enter mode  Select . 
 
Delete the previous recording, select on the panel the channel 1: playing makes you hear the sound 1 
(LEAD). Put your sequencer into recording and play a bass line by tweaking  the Cutoff, the Resonance 
and the wheel. Stop the recording. If you listen to the recording and if you look in list mode the events 
recorded in your software, you will notice that in addition to the notes, all the events of the panel have 
been transmitted.  
 
Add a MIDI track in your software and arm it for recording. On The River, select channel 2 (aMPE 
sound) and record the same. 
 
Add a midi track in your software, arm it for recording. On The River, select channel 3 (STRING sound) 
and record following the same way  
 
All you have to do is listen to the overall result;) 
  

3 - Template 5, split, arpeggios and sequences 
Load template 5. You see on the Riverkey screen 2 layers  going to the same channel 1, to which the 8 
voices are assigned. What is the benefit of having 2 layers that go to the same channel rather than just a 
layer? 
It should not be forgotten that Layers are customizable: transposition, arpeggio / sequence etc ... A split 
has been defined: A0 -> B4 and C5-> C8  
So all the keyboard between  A0 to C8 goes well to channel 1. Also , thanks to the two layers, we will be 
able to define an arpeggio or a sequence on the lower part of the keyboard and leave the high part free 
or put another arpeggio / sequence on the upper part. 
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Select layer 1:  ⟲S + [F#4] "Layer 1" 
Select / launch the arpeggiator:   ⟲S + [G#3]   "Arpeggio"  and play a chord . The arpeggio is launched. 
You will find that the C0 to B4 keys are used to transpose (if you play one note) or to redefine the 
arpeggio (if you play several notes).  
The C5 to C8 keys do not affect the arpeggio because they are in layer 2. You can play at your 
convenience  on the keyboard. (For more info on arpeggios, see "Arpeggios") 
 
But you can also set an arpeggio or a sequence on this layer. To set a a sequence:  
Select the layer 1:  ⟲S + [G#4] "Layer 2" 
Select the sequencer:   ⟲S + [A#3]   "Sequencer" 
Enable step recording:  ⟲S + [B3]   "Record"  . Enter the steps of the sequence. To end the recording, 
you can either start the sequence:  ⟲S + [C3]   "Play | Stop"  or record again  ⟲S + [A#3]   "Sequencer" 
(For more info on the sequences, see "Sequences") 
 
Thus, you simultaneously get an arpeggio and a sequence on an 8 voices channel.  
 

4 - Template 6, detune and unison 
Load template 6. You can see on the Riverkey screen 2 layers, each assigned to a channel. Channel 1 
receives three voices in unison mode with a marked detune. So it's monodic, but the sound is pretty big. 
The second channel is a classical polyphonic sound on 5 voices.  
Check that channel 1 is selected and press the button  UNISON . You switch to polyphonic mode on this 
channel, but while playing, you will find that it is not very tuned:Unison Detune  is still active, detuning 
each voice vs the others. Bring back the detune to zero, it should be more acceptable.  
 

5 - Template 7, command propagation in All and Redirection 
Load template 7. You see on the Riverkey screen a layer sent to channel 1 to which 4 voices are 
assigned with VOX sound. Channel 2also receives four voices with FM sound. The  MODE  button is red, 
you are in  All mode , as you can see at the second small square to the right of the screen. The  All  mode 
causes all commands received from the keyboard to be sent to all channels simultaneously. So when 
you play a note, you can hear VOX and FM simultaneously. Even if channel 2 does not have a 
dedicated layer, in mode  All  it receives the commands.  
 
Make  S + "SYSTEM"  and select with the left encoder the  Propagate Cross All / RDir parameter , 
select  Yes  with the right encoder and then play with the  CUTOFF  and or  EMPHASIS knob . You observe 
that both VOX and FM sounds are modified simultaneously if you tweak some parameters on the panel. 
 
Now select  No  with the right encoder and play with the knobs. You can select channels 1 and 2 one after 
the other, and observe that only the sound of the selected channel is changed. Orders are no longer 
propagated to all channels.  
  
Rather than using the mode  All to  play all the channels simultaneously, you can redirect the channel 2 
to 1. Thus, even in  MIDI  or  Select  modes,   the commands to the channel 1 will also be received by 
channel 2.  S + "TRANS"  and a second time  "TRANS"  without releasing  S. The orange frame shows 
RDIR , the eight encoders will allow to adjust the redirection of the channels. Use Encoder 2 to redirect 
channel 2 to channel 1 "Channel 2 to .... 1 "and play some notes on the keyboard. You will notice that, 
regardless of the mode, channel 2 plays the same thing as 1. As for  All  mode, if the System  Propagate 
Cross All / RDir option  is set to  YES,   then if channel 1 is selected, the panel controls will be 
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propagated to channel 2. Small difference with the  All , if channel 2 is selected, the commands will not 
be propagated because channel 2 receives the commands of channel 1 but not the opposite ... Still with 
us? D 
 

6 - Template 8, MPE 
There are not many MPE-compliant  devices, but I think the contribution of this standard is so important 
that The River had to be in the game . Load template 8. You will see a single layer that seems standard. 
But in The Riverkey's Global menu, the option  MPE  is enabled. Because this operating mode  gives a 
completely different role to the MIDI channels, each note has its own channel and therefore The 
Riverkey, in the  MPE  mode ,  works differently. You can just use other layers for external MIDI, USB and / 
or CV + Gate communications. 
 
In this example, The River has one channel, with 8 voices. It is a simple configuration. Using with a 
ROLI keyboard, you must limit it to 8 voices of Polyphony because by default it adresses 16 voices. On 
the Linnstrument, just indicate in  PerNOteCha , channels 2 to 9 to limit the polyphony to 8 voice.  
 
Connect your MIDI MPE keyboard to The River via the MIDI plug, the simplest solution, or USB via an 
external USB Host (iConnectivy) or via your computer that will link both devices. The MPE sound is 
configured as follow: the Y dimension sets the level of Oscillator 2 which functions as a Sub, and the Z 
dimension controls the Cutoff. By default, the dimension Y controls the resonance, and the dimension Z 
the cutoff. I let you discover in the menu  S + "OPTION"  all the avilable choices for  MPE Z  and  MPE Y  ;) 
  
MPE supports two-voice multitimbrality. If you define two channels of four voices and considering your 
MPE keyboard supports it (like the Linnstrument), you have to set-up a "Left" with channel 1 as the 
control channel and  channels 2,3,4,5 as voice channels, and a "Right" with channel 16 as the control 
channel while  voices 6,7,8,9 as voice channels. It's not easy, it's MPE, but it works so fine;) 
 

7 - External Clock 
The River is now able to receive commands from outside and manage them;) 
Connect a device that generates a clock into the MIDI IN socket or the USB KEY socket and make sure 
that this device is set up to send MIDI Clock information. 
 
Press  ⟲S   and the last G-key ( G7)  to the right of the keyboard. On the Riverkey screen the option  Ext. 
Clock  appears.If the choice is not selected, press again on the G-key  (G7)  and go back to the 
TUTORIAL  Template 5, Split, arpeggios and sequences.   The River recognizes MIDI commands 
Start ,  Stop  and  Continue . Run the Play, Stop and Pause controls on your external device and modify 
its Tempo to test the sync behavior on the arpeggios and sequences of The River.  
 
If another midi instrument is connected to The River via the MIDI or USB KEY jack, it will also be able to 
receive the clock information. Check that on the Riverkey screen, the title is  GLOBAL setup  or  LAYER 
setup , otherwise press  ⟲S + [F#3] "LAYER / GLO.".   If necessary,  press ⟲S + [B4] "Clock" 
repeatedly  to select Clock =  MID ,  USB  or  MIDI / USB  . Thus the external keyboard will receive the The 
River MIDI Clock which will have  already been synchronized to an external equipment.  
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8 - Digital LFO Synchronization (DLFO) 
The River's DLFO can now be synchronized to The River's clock (and thus to an external clock if it is 
selected, see the previous tutorial).  
 
For this presentation, we will start from a simple config: load the template 1 (  S + "LOAD MULTI" + 
voice button 1)  then load a sound less hard than Init, such as the LEAD, (  S + "LOAD SINGLE" + 
button voice 2) 
  
Select the sequencer:  ⟲S + [G#3] "Arpeggio"  and set a chord. With Tap Tempo  ⟲S + [D3] "Tap 
Tempo"   set a slow Tempo. With  ⟲S + [E3] "Divide-",  set the tempo's time division to  1/1 . 
 
On the panel, in DLFO section, choose the waveform  S & H  with  WAVEFORM  and set the maximum 
DLFO  of  OSCILLATOR 1  and  2 . The   RATE  DLFO encoder still adjusts the speed of the S & H. Press  S 
and turn the knob  RATE . The display shows  Tempo Sync , select  1/1 .  
The DLFO is now synchronized with The River's clock and thus the arpeggio. 
Press  S  and turn the knob  RATE . The display shows  Tempo Sync , select  1/2 . Now, the DLFO is twice 
faster as the arpeggio, for each note there are two variations of the pitch.  
Press  S  and turn the knob  RATE . The display shows  Tempo Sync , select  1/4 . Now, the DLFO goes four 
times faster than the arpeggio, for each note there are four variations of the pitch. To hear the last 
variation, you will probably need to change the  RELEASE  ;) 
 
Press  S  and turn the knob  RATE . The display shows  Tempo Sync , and re-select 1/1. Now choose the 
waveform  Sin  with  WAVEFORM  encoder. The DLFO is always synchro with the arpeggio, but for this 
waveform, the  RATE  (without  S  ) allows to tweak the period length of the modulation wave.  complex 
waveforms are for you;) 
 
 
 

XII - Conclusions 
 
Please feel free to share your experiments, difficulties, discoveries and sounds on the forum of 
baloran.com  http://forum.baloran.com  ;) 
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